Verbal communication is the most natural way of human-robot interaction. Such an interaction is usually achieved by means of a human-robot interface (HRI). In this paper, a HRI is presented to teleoperate a robotic platform via the user's voice. Hence, a speech recognition system is necessary. In this work, a user-dependent acoustic model for Spanish speakers has been developed to teleoperate a robot with a set of commands. Experimental results have been successful, both in terms of a high recognition rate and the navigation of the robot under the control of the user's voice.
. Structure of the system for voice teleoperation.
noisy environment or poor training by the user. In Barkana's work, 12 a speech recognition technique has been developed to include patient's feedback into a robot-assisted rehabilitation system, with accuracy equal to or higher than 90%. As well as for Barkana, there are other works which deal with voice recognition applied to help in health services, such as the robotic scrub nurse, 13 Quirubot. It can identify up to 27 surgical instruments and more than 82 spoken instructions with a recognition rate above 87.7%. A lower rate (80.6%) is achieved in a system concerned with surveillance tasks, 14 or even it is not provided by the authors, as in the work by Glas, 15 where multiple robots are teleoperated in a social fashion. Finally, it must be pointed out that, as in this paper, examples of teleoperation of a robotic platform can also be reported. 16 , 17 Chatterjee 16 uses a fuzzy-neural network as a building block in a robot system, controlled by voice-based commands. Medicherla 17 describes the implementation of a voice-controllable intelligent user interface for a Pioneer 3-AT mobile robot. However, both works 16, 17 do not show results about their recognition rates. The integration of voice control into a HRI would make humans feel more comfortable during the interaction. Thus, speech is the primary form of interaction between human and robot in the HRI for teleoperation of a robotic platform presented in this paper, since natural spoken is the most userfriendly means of interacting with machines and, from the human standpoint, spoken interactions are easier than others. As well as with the user's voice, the interaction between a user and a robot can be achieved via a mouse and a keyboard.
The HRI as a whole is one of the contributions of the paper. It is integrated into a robot teleoperation system. Hence, this system is first presented in Section 2. Then, the interface is analyzed in Section 3, where the user's voice is the main input to control the robotic platform. In this work special attention has been paid to the design of a new speech recognition system for Spanish speakers, which is based on a user-dependent acoustic model to teleoperate the robot via a set of commands. This speech recognition mechanism is one of the main contributions of the paper. It is presented in Section 4. Results are described in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Section 6.
System Architecture
The structure of the system is presented in Fig. 1 . The style of the Distributed and Layered Architecture (DLA) is used to support this structure. 18 The Distributed and Layered Architecture implements a distributed shared memory scheme to let distributed processes interact in an asynchronous way. The following main features of DLA can be highlighted: (i) simple, as the user only has to exchange data using the DLA library; (ii) extendable, adding new modules and/or hardware with new functions and behaviors to the system without further changes in the rest of the modules; and (iii) portable, since the DLA library has been developed in MATLAB, JAVA, and C for Linux and Windows. Hence, any module using those languages and new robotic platforms could be integrated with existing modules.
The system works on Linux operating system. It is made up of different modules which allow the robot to be teleoperated:
1. InterfaceRobot. The HRI is described in detail in Section 3. It has been integrated into the robot system ( Fig. 1 ) to effectively achieve its teleoperation. The robot performs tasks ordered by the user of the HRI. The interface receives the user's input in the form of a voice command captured with a microphone, mouse command, or keyboard command, the voice command being the primary control input. In response to these commands, the interface communicates with the robotic platform to apply its motion commands and capture its state. Furthermore, it shows the geometrical representation of the environment, which is built in module MapMetric. As depicted in Fig. 1 , the module InterfaceRobot is composed of several interconnected submodules: r State. It captures odometrical data and sonar readings from the robotic platform, to acquire information of the environment. These data are made available to build the geometrical model of the environment with the module MapMetric. Although in this work the state of the robot is only used to build the model of the environment, it would be easy to extend the system with new behaviors. With the DLA features, applying the state of the robot as the needed input sensor information to achieve a shared control strategy for navigation, the autonomy of the robotic platform will improve. r Speech recognition. It involves the user's voice processing entity. Its output is the command to be sent to the robotic platform. It is further described in Section 4. r Command generation. It receives orders from three different sources: keyboard, mouse, and the most important, the user's voice saved with a microphone. Its output is the command to be sent to the robotic mobile platform. 2. MapMetric. It builds a geometrical map of the environment using occupancy grids. 19 This grid is fast and easy to construct and update, efficiently combining any number of sensor readings. In grid-based representations each grid cell of the map is associated to a specific position of the environment, which is implicitly given by cell coordinates (x,y). Therefore, the robot position within the model can be determined by its position and orientation in the environment. Any cell yields an occupancy value which is equal to the probability of that cell being occupied according to current and past sensor readings. The metric map will allow the user of the HRI to progressively increase the knowledge of the robot environment while teleoperating.
Human-robot interface for teleoperation
Teleoperation interface design is necessary to enable interaction between the user and the robot, providing the user with situation awareness and controls for operating the robot. 15 Three aspects must be considered when designing a HRI: effectiveness, usability, and aesthetics. Effectiveness refers to the behavior of the HRI, which must perform its tasks as the user expects. 20 An effective HRI inspires confidence and sense of control in the user. 21 Usability measures how easy to learn and use a product is. 22 It must be realized that usability is not a unique attribute but has several components. It is traditionally associated with learnability, efficiency, memory, errors, and satisfaction. 23 As well as effectiveness and usability, aesthetics should also be sought, to improve the utility and global performance of the HRI, 24 since it increases the user's perception of the HRI usability. In the literature, different works on criteria applied to the design of effective, usable, and aesthetic HRI can be found. Johnson 25 proposed eight points to consider, while Spolsky 20 established a set of advices to design a HRI based on the user's expectations. Probably, the three main lists of criteria considered when designing a HRI are Schneiderman's eight golden rules of interface design, 26 Nielsen's 10 usability heuristics, 27 and Tognazzini's basic principles for interface design. 21 All of these authors propose valid criteria to design the HRI presented in this paper. Even more, some of them appear in all of the lists, as consistency does. However, the full list of criteria of one specific author could not be directly applied to the design of our interface. Thus, a new set of criteria has been developed, combining the work of different authors, mainly Scheiderman, 26 Nielsen, 27 and Tognazzini. 21 The list of criteria to design the HRI for voice teleoperation presented in this paper is as follows: r Consistency: any task is performed in the same way a user is used to. r Effective use of colour. r Fitt's law: the time to reach a control depends on its size and distance. r State visibility: the user will always be informed about changes in the system. r Known language: employ simple words which can be easily understood by users. r Recognize instead of remember: all of the elements to be used by the user will be visible and attainable. r Minimalistic and aesthetic design: lesser the information shown, easier it is for the user to see what there is.
In this paper, voice is the main form of communication between the human and the robot in the proposed HRI, what we might call the speech interface. Specific criteria to design a speech interface have also been reported. 28, 29 Nevertheless, as for the whole interface, the set of criteria of any author does not meet the needs of our application. Hence, the following criteria have been selected to design the proposed speech interface: r Consistency regarding the dialogue and errors recovering: notify about executed commands and alert about non-recognized commands. r Support experienced and non-experienced users. r Simplicity: use a similar simple structure for all commands.
The HRI consists of a form where all the components are arranged, as it is shown in Fig. 2 . A menu bar, a toolbar, a state area, and a control area are found in the proposed HRI. The menu bar holds an ordered list of the actions which can be run. The toolbar gives a rapid access to the set of commands which can be sent to teleoperate the robot. In the state area, information regarding the robot state (sonar readings and odometrical data), the geometrical representation of the environment, and the state of the speech engine is presented. Finally, components related to commands sending and voice control are located in the control area.
Speech Recognition
The proposed HRI provides a speech interface to let the user use his/her voice to teleoperate the robot. To this purpose, a new speech recognition system has been developed. It takes the user's spoken sounds and returns the corresponding command to be sent to the robot in the form of a sentence. To achieve the recognition, a voice decoder is needed. Since the system runs on Linux operating system, the voice decoder must be available for Linux. Currently, there are several voice decoder software for Linux. Among them CVoiceControl, DynaSpeak, LumenVox Speech Engine, Verbio ASR, Simon, Sphinx, 30 and Julius/Julian 31 may be highlighted. In this work, it was aimed to look for an open-source software, which was able to manage a Spanish language and an acoustic model. Therefore, only Simon, Sphinx, and Julius/Julian met these constraints. Simon was not suitable to be used in Spanish. Hence, Sphinx and Julius/Julian were the two major native solutions. However, Sphinx does not have a clear documentation to adapt the acoustic model to the Spanish needs of this work. Thus, Julius/Julian was chosen as it is the voice decoder which better suited our requirements.
Julius/Julian is an open-source large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) engine. It combines high recognition rate and high-speed speech recognition. It is based on word N-gram and context-dependent hidden Markov models (HMM), working at almost real time. Hence, it becomes suitable for human-robot tasks. Julius/Julian is used in word dictation tasks, using probabilistic models. Furthermore, it can also be used in command and control applications. In the latter case, Julius/Julian works as a grammar-based recognition parser, using a hand-designed finite-state machine grammar and being useful to build voice command systems with a small vocabulary.
This work relies on a command-based HRI to teleoperate a robot via the user's voice. Then, Julius/Julian acts as a grammar-based recognition parser, whose structure is shown in Fig. 3 . Julius/Julian needs a word lexicon, a grammar, and an acoustic model. The word lexicon consists of all the words which can be recognized by the parser. The grammar contains the rules about how words can be combined in a sentence. When the recognition parser receives a speech input, it takes the acoustic model to perform a maximum likelihood search using the degrees of freedom given by the grammar, and outputs the word sequence that best matches the input utterance.
Although Julius/Julian was originally developed for Japanese, it has been successfully applied for various other languages such as English, 32 French, 33 Mandarin Chinese, 34 Thai, 35 Estonian, 36 Slovenian, 37 and Korean. 38 Since Julius/Julian computes the most likely sentence for a given speech input, the recognition accuracy largely depends on the model. Thus, it would be desirable to have a specific acoustic model for each language. In this work, a Spanish acoustic model has been developed to improve the recognition rate of a speech input from a Spanish speaker.
Next sections further describe the technique. First, the design of the word lexicon is explained in Section 4.1. The word lexicon contains all the words in Spanish that the system can recognize in the form of voice commands. Then, Section 4.2 presents one of the main contributions of the work, the process to obtain a user-dependent acoustic model. To that purpose, a set of training sentences is needed. Before training, data are prepared. Next, recorded data are processed to extract the corresponding feature vectors. Finally, the training stage is carried out.
Word lexicon and grammar
The word lexicon is based on a language model in Spanish for Sphinx. It contains all the words the system can recognize. The grammar is composed of the rules and restrictions which words in a speech input must satisfy. The interaction between the human and the robot can be achieved with 12 different commands, presented in Table I . Commands have been classified in four types: From a speech recognition point of view, commands are divided into two groups, short commands and long commands. Short commands consist of a single word, its command identifier. Long commands, otherwise, consist of a sentence, a list of ordered words. For these commands, one, two, or three words are needed to identify the command, followed by a Spanish spoken number. Table II shows the Spanish word(s) for numbers which can be recognized in the HRI. Positive and negative values are allowed. Negative numbers must be preceded by the word menos (minus). The system is also able to recognize the word y (and) to constitute numbers like cuarenta y uno (41) or setenta y cinco (75). The last part of the sentence in a long command is the unit. Each command has associated a list of permitted units. This association is depicted in Table III , together with words in Spanish the system recognizes for each unit. Units can be expressed in singular or plural form, depending on the magnitude of the preceding number.
Acoustic model
The acoustic model contains a statistical representation of phonemes which make up each of the words of the grammar. Currently, Julius/Julian offers acoustic models for Japanese and English, but there is not available a Spanish acoustic model. Thus, in this work, it has been developed with the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) 39 for the set of commands in Table I . Hidden Markov Model Toolkit is a toolkit for building signal processing tools based on HMM. Although HTK has been primarily used for speech recognition, it is also useful in other applications, including speech synthesis or character recognition.
To build the acoustic model a set of training sentences is needed to obtain the model after a training process. In this work the proposed acoustic model is user-dependent, using training data from a single user. Therefore, each user has to train his/her own acoustic model with his/her data. Eight hundred and two words grouped in 72 sentences have been considered for the training stage, containing words present and not present in the grammar. Three aspects were borne in mind when designing these sentences: (i) consider data with good phonetic balance and coverage; (ii) include from three to five repetitions (in different triphthongs) of each of the phonemes of the Spanish language; and (iii) include two or three repetitions of each of the triphthongs used in the grammar. Figure 4 shows the procedure to obtain, for each user, the acoustic model. The same procedure would be followed to build a speaker independent system. Nevertheless, this would require large amounts of training data from a large number of speakers and there would be a consequential increase in the training time and in model complexity.
Before training, data must be prepared. Training sentences have to be recorded with a microphone. It must be pointed out that it has not been necessary to formulate any explicit consideration about the quality of the microphone used to perform both the training and recognition processes. If a good recognition rate is desired, it is just mandatory to use the same microphone for training and for recognition. Next, recorded data are parameterized to convert the raw speech waveforms into a sequence of feature vectors. Likely, linear prediction coefficients (LPC) and Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) are the most frequently used parameters. Among the two techniques, MFCC is the more widely used in speech recognition because with this method the characteristics of the vocal tract are taken into account. 40 Thus, in this paper, MFCC have been used to parameterize the speech input.
Mel frequency cepstral coefficients are derived from Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-based log spectra. In speech recognition applications, 12 MFCC are commonly used. 12 It is also typical to compute delta coefficients [41] [42] [43] and acceleration coefficients. 44 Delta and acceleration coefficients are usually calculated because the performance of the speech recognition system can be greatly enhanced by adding time derivatives, with a large amount of phonetic information, to the basic static parameters. Delta coefficients are computed using the following regression expression:
where d t is the delta coefficient in time t, obtained from cepstral coefficients c t−θ and c t+θ , and = 2 defines a two-frame window. Expression (1) is also applied to delta coefficients to obtain acceleration ones. Log-energy of the speech input is sometimes appended to cepstral coefficients.44 Besides, other approaches carry out a mean normalisation43 to compensate for long-term spectral effects. In this work, tests have been performed with different sets of features. These tests are described in Section 5. When speech data are parameterized, the training stage starts. The procedure consists of the five steps depicted in Fig. 4 .
Step 1. Creating flat start monophonemes.
First, the prototype model of the HMM has to be defined. It is assumed that the pronunciation of a phoneme goes through three sequential phases. In the first phase, the vocal tract is changing its shape, to accomplish the transition from the previous phoneme. In the second stage, the sound is considered to be pure and, in the third, the phoneme finishes and the transition to the next phoneme starts. Thus, a three-state left-right topology has been chosen, which is commonly used in speech recognition applications. The three-state topology is shown in Fig. 5 , where a ij is the transition probability from state i to state j, and states 1 and 5 are just used to concatenate the models.
At this point, each flat start phoneme will be defined by a HMM. Then, phonemes are re-estimated according to MFCC feature vectors, obtaining a final set of initialized monophoneme HMMs.
Step 2. Fixing the silence models.
The previous step generates a three-state left-to-right HMM for each phoneme and also a HMM for the silence model sil, which models long pauses at the end of a sentence. However, a silence model for short pauses, sp, has not been created yet. These pauses occur between words. Thus, Step 2 modifies the silence model sil to consider the model sp.
The silence model sil has the same topology as each phoneme does. Nevertheless, this model works with silent periods of variable lengths. Hence, extra transitions from states 2 to 4 and from states 4 to 2 in the silence model are added (Fig. 6 ), making the model more robust by allowing individual states to absorb the various impulsive noises in the training data. The backward skip allows this to happen without committing the model to transit to the following word. Next, the model for short pauses, sp, is created. This model ensures that short silences between words are not assigned to other models during training. It consists of a one-state model, a tee-model, which has a direct transition from entry to exit node. The emitting state is tied to the centre state of the modified silence model sil. At the end of this step, a set of phoneme HMMs including sp is available.
Step 3. Realigning the training data.
The word lexicon contains words which, in some cases, can have multiple pronunciations. However, this characteristic was not considered when preparing data before training. Phoneme models created after Steps 1 and 2 could be used to realign the training data. In this step, created HMMs are recomputed to consider all pronunciations for each word, taking into account the pronunciation that best matches the acoustic data. The output of this step is the final monophoneme HMM set.
Step 4. Making triphonemes from monophonemes.
Given a set of monophoneme HMMs, the final stage of model building is to create contextdependent triphoneme HMMs. This task is accomplished in two steps. First, triphoneme models are created by copying monophonemes and re-estimating. Phoneme HMMs are cloned, tying all the transition matrices in each triphoneme set to achieve an initial set of context-dependent models. Then, as for the case of monophonemes in Step 1, triphonemes models are re-estimated.
Step 5. Making tied-state triphonemes.
The outcome of the previous step is a set of triphoneme HMMs with all triphonemes in a phoneme set sharing the same transition matrix. When estimating these models, many of the variances in the output distributions would have been floored since there would be insufficient data associated with many of the states. The last step in the model building process is to tie states within triphoneme sets in order to share data and, thus, be able to make robust parameter estimates. A clustering algorithm, based on decision trees, has been used to determine which states to tie.
Decision trees are based on asking questions about the left and right contexts of each triphoneme. Questions are related to the phonetics of phonemes present in the language. Phonetic features are specific of each language. Thus, available questions for Japanese or English are not suitable to develop a Spanish acoustic model. Hence, a set of questions has been defined to cover any possible context. The HRI provides a Training Assistant to generate the acoustic model. This tool allows each user to record his/her training data (72 sentences). This recording task may last about half an hour. The rest of the stages of the procedure shown in Fig. 4 to calculate the acoustic model are accomplished by the HRI itself. Due to the user-dependent training, the acoustic model adapts to the voice and characteristic pronunciation of the user. Thus, when teleoperating the robot, the user would not have to speak in a different manner as he/she usually does to ensure that voice commands are recognized, making the human-robot communication more natural.
Experiments and Results
In order to test the performance of the proposed HRI and speech interface, several tests have been performed. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 describe these results. First, the results of the speech recognition tests are presented, in terms of the recognition rate. Then, navigation tests with the robotic platform are shown. Linux Ubuntu 9.10 was used as the operating system.
Speech recognition tests
Julius/Julian, the voice decoder, uses the word lexicon, the grammar, and the user-dependent acoustic model to determine from an utterance the corresponding teleoperation command. To evaluate the speech recognition interface, it has been tested with two users in four cases of MFCC feature vectors: Case 1. 39-dimensional vector: log-energy (1), static MFCC (12), delta coefficients (13), and acceleration coefficients (13). Case 2. 25-dimensional vector: log-energy (1), static MFCC (12), delta coefficients without their absolute energy (12) , and cepstral mean normalization. Case 3. 26-dimensional vector: log-energy (1), static MFCC (12), delta coefficients (13), and cepstral mean normalization. Case 4. 26-dimensional vector: log-energy (1), static MFCC (12), and delta coefficients (13) .
Each user trained the system to obtain a personal acoustic model with a set of 802 words grouped in 72 sentences. Then, they tested the generated acoustic model with 678 words grouped in 100 test command sentences, including all the possible commands in Table I . The number of each teleoperation command included in the testing set is detailed in Table IV. Long commands were purposefully made up with different arbitrary numeric values and different units, as can be appreciated in Tables V and VI , where the 100 teleoperation commands to test the speech interface are presented.
The performance of the speech recognition system has been evaluated with the word recognition rate (WRR), a common metric to evaluate its behaviour. 31 It is commonly used because it is a direct and objective measure of speech recognition performance. Let N w be the number of words. Let S, D, and I also be, respectively, the number of substituted words, deleted words, and inserted words. Then, WRR is defined as
Table VII shows the results for the WRR in the four test cases of MFCC feature vectors. The word recognition rate has been calculated, for each user, for the 100 test command sentences (see Tables V and VI) . The WRR is above 98.8% in all cases. It is believed that such successful results have been obtained due to the user-dependent acoustic model for the set of commands.
The best WRR is obtained in Case 2, the test with the shortest MFCC feature vector and, hence, with the least time consumption. The recognition rate in Case 2 has been perfect, with no substitutions, deletions, or inserted words. This result does not mean that it can be asserted that the speech interface will never make any mistake. However, it may be considered that the system achieves a high recognition rate, provided each user teleoperates the robot with his/her trained and personal acoustic model. It must also be pointed out that a higher number of features does not imply a better performance and a higher recognition rate. If there are several correlated features which contribute with redundant information, the recognition rate will decrease.
Although WRR is a direct and objective measure of speech recognition performance, the proposed recognition is based on commands rather than on words. Thus, we propose a new recognition rate, the command success rate (CSR). It is defined as the number of correct recognized sentences (RS) among the total number of sentences (TS):
Table VIII shows the results for the CSR in the four test cases of MFCC feature vectors. The command success rate has also been calculated, for each user, for the 100 test command sentences (see Tables V and VI) . As well as for the WRR, the CSR has yielded a very high recognition rate, above 95% in all cases. This situation occurs even when many on the test sentences, the speech interface must recognize, are a combination of up to 10 words. It must be pointed out that, for each user, both the WRR (Table VII) and the CSR (Table VIII) are different for the four cases, since each case considers a MFCC feature vector.
The recognition rates are higher than the results obtained in other command-based robotic systems. 11, 45, 46 The rate only reaches 87.5% in Marín's approach. 45 Galindo 11 reported a rate of what we have defined as the CSR of only 83.4%, noticing that their system sometimes does not work properly due to poor training by the user. The recognition of commands is also worst when recognizing among a set of eight Spanish commands, 46 a rate of only 91.9%. However, this. result is exactly the WRR, since commands consists of a unique word, without the possibility of adding numbers or units to commands, conforming a very simple set of commands
Robot navigation tests
The system has been tested with a Pioneer P2AT robot from ActivMedia equipped with eight frontal sonar sensors in simulated environments, with MobileSim, a software for simulating mobile robots and their environments. Figure 7 (a) shows an environment yielding an area of 437 m 2 (19 m × 23 m). In this environment, a user was requested to perform the teleoperation of the robot from the Departure Point to the Arrival Point using exclusively voice commands. The user was familiar with ICT (Information and Communications Technology), but was not involved in robotics. Thus, prior to performing the task, the user was informed about the HRI, to acquire basic knowledge about its performance and the information about the state of the robot and the environment. The user was first trained for using the speech interface to obtain the personal acoustic model, and was also taught on voice commands.
The robot was supposed to be already connected and heading east at the departure point. The route followed by the robot while being teleoperated with the user's voice is depicted in Fig. 7(b) . Voice commands sent to the robot by the user are detailed in Table IX. Commands in Table IX are ordered from the first sent command to the last sent command. The user was recommended to use as many types of commands as possible. Nevertheless, parameter commands were not recommended to be used since the user was not involved in robotics. Parameters, maximum velocities, and accelerations were previously configured to proper values to have a suitable navigation. Furthermore, the user was also requested to use as many commands as wanted. In the test environment, the user teleoperated the robot from the departure point to the arrival point with 39 commands.
Initially, the robot was heading east at the departure point. Therefore, the user sent a command to position the robot heading north (Girar noventa grados) to reach the upper door on the left side of the environment. To cross that door, a negative turn of -45
• was executed at point A. Then, the robot was again turned to head south along the long corridor between both sides of the environment. At point B, the robot was commanded with the movement command Mover quince metros, until it reached point C. The objective at this point was to go towards the lower door of the right side of the environment. To that purpose, the user sent a sequence of commands (commands 17-25) from point C to point D (Girar cincuenta grados), to have the robot heading north and prepared to cross the door. When the robot crossed that door, the user found a small room with another door on the left side of the room, which the user was also able to cross sending commands 26-33, arriving at point E. At this point, the task was almost completed. The user sent another turning command (Velocidad angular menos quince grados por segundo) to situate the robot heading north. With command 37 the robot started to move towards the north of the environment. When it was at the level of the arrival point, the last command was executed to have the robot heading east as well as for the starting point. Thus, the robot was successfully teleoperated from the departure point to the arrival point, even when the environment was initially unknown. It must be realized that the user performed the task autonomously and without any supervision. Although it seems that the user might have had difficulty to estimate the values of the movements the robot requires, a sequence of commands was used to overcome this situation. Nevertheless, to facilitate the task an alternative is suggested, the use of speed commands instead of position commands. Otherwise, the user was not specifically requested to send commands to receive information about the robot sensors. However, five state commands out of 39 were executed. Hence, it is assumed that the user was continuously interested in having maximum information about the environment and the sonar readings of the robot, to be updated about the environment, and to know which action or command execute at each time instant. Besides, if the user performed so many updates of the robot state, it means that the information presented in the HRI is useful to enhance the experience when teleoperating the robot and that it can help the user to perform the task.
Conclusions
An approach to teleoperate a robot via a command-based HRI has been presented in this paper. The HRI has been integrated into a robot teleoperation system. Due to the features of the DLA, the system can be easily adapted to another platform, e.g., a wheelchair, even with new sensors as a laser range finder. One of the main contributions is the user-dependent acoustic model for Spanish speakers to increase the recognition rate of a set of voice teleoperation commands. The speech interface has been successfully tested with different users. It has been evaluated with the WRR and a new proposed metric, the CSR, more suitable for command-bases systems. They have yielded very high recognition rates, above the 98.8% for the WRR and above the 95% for the CSR. Furthermore, a Pioneer P2AT robot has been successfully teleoperated with the user's voice in navigation tasks.
Although the proposed set of commands to teleoperate the robot is fixed, one of the advantages of the presented system is its easy adaptation to new grammars and new platforms. Future work will focus on exploring the voice interaction with new grammars, the combination of speech recognition, and text-to-speech to achieve a most natural human-robot interaction and background noise. Also, the work will be oriented to increase the autonomy of the robot in a shared control strategy while it navigates through unknown environments.
